Haldden to Charge For Laser Printing

By Tom Turc Lim

Free laser printing for Macintosh and IBM Computers at Trinity will end due to excessive student use. The Computer Center will be forced to charge up to $2.50 per page for all systems including VAX.

The unofficial charge of $2.50 per page was determined by several factors, according to Bernard Hecker, Assistant Director for Academic Computing. The printers were running copies into the hundreds of thousands, according to Bernard Hecker, charge up to $25 per page for all Computer Center will be forced to dot matrix printers for all terminals.

In order to set up several terminals to install two printers for the semester. At that time the Center hopes to install two printers for the Macintosh system and one for the PC system. The Center will maintain free printing facilities by setting up several dot matrix printers for all terminals.

Hecker made clear that the printing charge was not meant to drive students away from the system but to encourage use of the appropriate technology for printing drafts and drafts and other papers that do not require laser printing. He also suggested that students follow the final drafts and use the free laser printing only.

In addition, the charge will deter the excessive use of the printers for non-academic purposes. "We get people who print scores of copies for party announcements and for sale signs instead of using the copiers in the building," he said.

The move, he optimistically states, "will also be a financial windfall for the center, which will increase the minority population," he said.

Trinity, which is known for its low cost of living, will not receive any increase in charges for the new printers. Hecker said that he will do whatever he can to prevent it from slipping back.

Approximately 150 students were accepted from a pool of 3435. While admissions expected only 490 students to accept their places, only 449 students entered Trinity this fall. "Trinity turned out to be a more popular choice than anticipated," said Hecker.

"The trend is that a school's popularity with high school students will fluctuate. This year was a good one for popularity at Trinity." The average Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for the new class are 560 verbal and 580 math. 75% of the class were in the top 20% of their graduating class and almost half were in the top 10% of their graduating class.

85 students are children of Alumni. Students come from 35 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 10 other countries. The top seven states are (in order) Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, California, and Illinois, with 125 attending from Connecticut and 12 from Illinois.

Diversity Marks Class of '92

By Dave Upholster-

A result of Trinity's effort to diversify the student body can be seen in the number of minority students in the Class of 1992. According to David Borus, Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid, "there are more minority students in this class than ever before."

There are 87 minority students comprising 16.5% of the class, which is approximately the same percentage as the Class of 1991. These classes contain double the percentage of minority students in the Class of 1990, which states, the District of Columbia, Illinois, and New York.

Students also should be encouraged to not settle here, but to move on to the future, he said. "We will do whatever we can to prevent it from slipping back.
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Price Range
$ — inexpensive
$-$— moderate
$$— expensive

Eating Out

THE GASTRONOMER
469 Main St. American cuisine.
$$-
$$-$— up there

THE BROWNSTONE
246-6591.$$$

TRUMBULL ST.
American and gourmet cuisine.
$$-

Lewiston Street.
Italian/American, continental and gourmet cuisine.$$-

678-6182.
Country inn dining.

SHELLY'S DOWNTOWN
249-9646.
Tex-Mex cuisine.
$$-

CARBONE'S RISTORANTE
22 Union Place.
Northern Italian cuisine.
$$$-

reading all hour

DAVID COOKIES
5 Constitution Plaza, Hartford.
Italian food "with a twist."
$$-

RAMADA INN-CAPITAL HILL
440 Asylum St., Hartford.
$$-

GAETANO'S
627 Park Street.
Northern Italian and French cuisine.$$$

JASPER'S CAFE
22 Union Place.
American food "with a twist."
$$-

J. COPPERFIELD, LTD.
469 Main St.
American eats, takeout.$$$

MATTHEW'S
274-0101.
Steak, salmon, and breads, along with his cookies.$$-

MARGARITAVILLE
249-5100.
Mexican.$$$-

MARTIN'S
678-6182.
Continental food with live music and '40s, jive box.$$-

Reading Hours
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VISTA VOLUNTEERS BRING OUT THE BEST IN AMERICA

VISTA (Volunteers In Service To America) offers America its best talents to help the poor. Gain experience while developing your skills. Advertise, promote Volunteer service opportunities you may determine for dermatology, student loans and for partial or full scholarships at National Direct Student Loans.

The end of your service, you'll know the satisfaction and accomplishment of the confidence and pride that VISTA offers — the opportunity to truly make a difference.

Join VISTA. Serve in the U.S.A.

For more information on VISTA, call 1-800-424-8867.

The Greater Hartford Area

Restaurant Prices

Antwerp.

APRIL'S
1593 Farmington Ave. Farmington.

AVON OLD FARMS INN
Routes 44 and 10, Avon.

BROWNSSTONE
124 Asylum St., corner of 190

BROWN THOMSON & Co.
525-1171.

BRIDGEPORT
527-9291.

BOSTON INN
274-6051.$$$

BRITISH INN
274-0101.
Steak, salmon, and breads, along with his cookies.$$-

BROOKLYN
246-4122.
Italian specialties.$$-

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
246-0646.$$$

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
524-0646.$$$

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
527-9291.

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
246-4122.
Italian specialties.$$-

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
524-0646.$$$

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
527-9291.

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
246-4122.
Italian specialties.$$-

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
524-0646.$$$

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
527-9291.

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
246-4122.
Italian specialties.$$-

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
524-0646.$$$

BROOKLYN'S RISTORANTE
527-9291.
Redskins Look to Repeat As NFC East Champions

By Bill Carter

Washington Redskins

Strengths: Defensive line is one of the best, offensive secondary is top notch. DE's Manziel and Murrell pass rushing is scary, Wilber Marshall helps out the previous weak line. Wide Receivers are excellent.

Weaknesses: Few, if any.

Predictions: Look for Washington to jump over the Eagles.

New York Giants

Strengths: Defense. Youngsters Eric Dorsey, Pepper Johnson and Erik Dorsey are non-existant. Linebacking, special teams.

Weaknesses: Offensive line is a disaster, as is the secondary. Linebacking is also a concern, as is RB Keith Byars' foot.

People to watch: Rookie RBs Jeff Dellenbach, Doug Williams, Mike Holmgren, QB Steve Weatherford.

Colts, Bills to Battle in AFC

By Matthew G. Miller

Indianapolis Colts

Strengths: Offensive linemen. QB Boomer Esiason is the key, as is his weapon WR Irving Fryar. Rookie RB John Elliot and Eric Dickerson.

Weaknesses: Defensive secondary is porous, WR's have no speed, there is close to worst in the league. Defen-

dive line? Running game and only a mediocre offensive line?

Predictions: Will battle Colts for top spot, 9-7, tied for 1st in AFC East.

New England Patriots


Weaknesses: quarterback, depth, lack of stars.

People to watch: QB Steve Grogan, WR Irving Fryar, LB John Stephens, LB Johnny Redmond. Questions: Will Steve Grogan survive a full year? How will they make a field goal this year? Prediction: Will battle Colts for top spot, 9-7, tied for 1st in AFC East.

Miami Dolphins


Weaknesses: Offensive line minus tacklescreate problems. The defensive secondary is slow and old, as is most of the defensive line.

People to watch: Mark Clayton, Duper, Strawberry, DT Johnoffer, DE Jeff Dellenbach.

Questions: Will Dolphs win 57-56 with Don Shula's health, depth. Will Don Shula bust a blood vessel?

Prediction: Dan Marino will run wild, and opposing quarterbacks will drool with delight at the prospect of padding their stats while generally playing Miami's defense. 6-10 or 6-9 in AFC East.

New York Jets

Strengths: Not many.

Weaknesses: Unpredictable.

People to watch: Opposing wide receivers as they fly by the rookie receivers. Questions: Will owner Leon Hess die soon?Statement: "Last year we didn't fit in the division. This year we've picked to finish fifth in the division."

"The way things are, the possibilities are endless." Prediction: Will finish fifth in the division. Finish: 4-12, 2nd in AFC East.